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 NMWS Guest Juror and Exhibition File Manager Guidelines 

These Guidelines were created with input from NMWS Board 
Members with roles/involvement in contracting with prospective 
guest jurors/workshop instructors, coordinating Exhibitions and 
image File Management, statewide. The purpose of these Guide-
lines is to better organize and standardize the policies, proce-
dures and written instructions for Jurors and File Managers col-
laborating on NMWS-sponsored Exhibitions. 

These Guidelines are sub-divided into 3 sections - 

Updated Guidelines For Members: 

1.Going forward, when notifying exhibition artist registrants of ju-
ror selection decisions, members will be informed whether their 
submitted paintings were “Accepted” or “Declined”, rather than 
terminology such as “Rejected” or “Invited”. The File Manager will 
simply publish the lists of Accepted or Declined paintings as 
transmitted by the Guest Juror.  

2.Going forward, to avoid potential confusion, the name of the 
NMWS “Spring Members-Only Exhibition” will be the “NMWS 
Spring Exhibition”. The name of the Southern Chapter Spring 
show will be "NMWS-Southern Chapter Spring Exhibition".  The 
exhibition prospectuses will state that participation in both  
Spring Exhibitions is limited to NMWS members with Active  
Membership Status. 

3. Going forward, to provide clarity, the name of the NMWS “Fall 
Open Exhibition” will be the “NMWS Fall National Exhibition”. The 
prospectus will state that participation in the Fall Exhibition is 
open to any watercolorist in the continental U.S. NMWS will en-
deavor to more broadly advertise the Fall National Exhibition 
among other watercolor organizations and publications. 



4. When possible, the cash value of awards and prizes of our Ex-
hibitions, particularly the Fall National Exhibition, will be in-
creased, for the purpose of attracting greater participation. The 
“Best of NM” painting award for the Fall National Exhibition will be 
retained and reserved for a selected NMWS member. 

4a.See #3-#4 under Updated Guidelines for File Managers below            
Going forward, non-conforming painting submissions will not be 
accepted for the exhibition until necessary corrections are made 
and the painting is re-submitted to the exhibition File Manager. 
Painting submissions that are not corrected and re-submitted by 
the exhibition entry deadline may be disqualified from the exhibi-
tion and fees for disqualified paintings will not be refunded. 

5.Going forward, paintings that arrive late (after 2 PM) on exhibi-
tion check-in day will be disqualified from Guest Juror judging and 
will not be eligible for awards. Paintings that do not arrive by 4 
PM on check-in day will be automatically disqualified from display 
in the exhibition and fees will not be refunded. 

6. Should the same artist submit a painting late for a subsequent 
exhibition, that painting will be disqualified from that exhibition 
and all future NMWS affiliated, juried exhibitions. 

7.The NMWS Exhibition Chair reserves the right to disqualify any 
painting from the exhibition on check-in day, if, upon visual in-
spection, the painting does not conform to the NMWS Exhibition 
Prospectus requirements or Hanging Standards. 

8.Exhibited paintings not retrieved from the exhibition within the 
allowed time window on pick-up day will be charged a $10 han-
dling fee, per painting, payable before the painting is released to 
the artist or designee. 

9.A purchased painting should be picked up by the buyer during 
the designated pick up time.  If a buyer is unable to retrieve 
the painting, the artist will deliver or ship the painting to buyer. 



**************************************************** 

Updated Guidelines For Guest Jurors: 

1.Going forward, Guest Jurors will be given these written Guide-
lines during the contracting process to assure mutual understand-
ing and agreement between NMWS and Guest Juror, with regard 
to timelines, use of electronic media for image transfer and jury-
ing expectations. 

2.Guest Jurors will select of a maximum of 2 paintings from any 
given artist registered for a NMWS-sponsored exhibition.  

3.Going forward, Guest Jurors (for Albuquerque based exhibitions 
in the EXPO-NM Fine Arts Gallery) will be instructed to “please se-
lect between 100-120  of the best quality paintings to fill the exhibi-
tion space so it is balanced and pleasing…”  Guest Jurors (for Las 
Cruces based exhibitions whose venues vary) will be instructed to 
"please select the best quality paintings to fill the exhibition space 
so it is balanced and pleasing; the number of paintings to be deter-
mined by the SC Exhibition chair in consultation with the venue 
manager".  

4. Going forward, Guest Jurors will be instructed “NOT to purpose-
ly select one painting from each artist who has submitted a painting 
for this particular exhibition.”  

5. Going forward, prospective Guest Jurors (for Albuquerque) ex-
hibits) will be asked to read and initial a copy of these Guidelines 
when signing the Guest Juror/Workshop Instructor contract.  The 
Workshop Coordinators will ask the Guest Juror/Workshop In-
structor if s/he has any special needs, will bring a companion, a 
pet or a service animal. The Workshop Coordinators will remind 
the Guest Juror to retain receipts, advise them about the Signa-
ture Member Dinner invitation and to expect payment at the end 
of the week, provided all expense receipts have been submitted.  

**************************************************** 



Updated Guidelines For File Managers: 

1.The File Manager will provide the Guest Juror with a “refresher” 
copy of these Guidelines when sending the exhibition image files 
to the Guest Juror for the selection process.  

2.File Managers will continue to mask/obscure the identity of 
artists submitting paintings for an exhibition on the Juror’s work-
sheet.  

3. During the exhibition registration time period, File Managers 
will endeavor to send each artist with painting submissions that 
do not conform to the prospectus requirements an emailed “cor-
rection letter” specifying the item(s) in need of correction, e.g. 
image file size, dimensions, resolution, title length, file name, 
payment status, etc.  

4.Going forward, non-conforming painting submissions will not be 
accepted for the exhibition until necessary corrections are made 
and the painting is re-submitted to the exhibition File Manager. 
Painting submissions that are not corrected and re-submitted by 
the exhibition entry deadline may be disqualified from the exhibi-
tion and fees for disqualified paintings will not be refunded. 

**************************************************** 
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